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Germanv and industrialization
It may seem curious to speak of industrialization as beginning around
1500. Industrialization is often regarded as synonymous with the rise of
mechanized manufacturing in centralized facrories, and this did nor occur
even in England until 1760-80, and in Germany not until 1830-50. But
machines and factories were only late landmarks - albeit important ones
- in a much longer process of industrial growth in Europe, dating back to
at least 1500. This long-term industrializationwas basedalmost wholly on
decentralized work in producers' own houses, using domestic labour and
a simple, slowly changing technology. Yet it was responsible for a gradual
expansion in the proportion of the labour-force working in industry and
the share of the total output of the economy representedby manufactures.
It was also responsiblefor the emergence,between about 1500 and about
'indus1800, of what German historianshave called Gewerbelandschaften,
trial regions', in which an above-averageproportion of people worked in
industry and a substantial share of what they produced was exported
beyond the region.l Important as factory industrialization was, many of
its seeds were sown long before, during the slow and dispersed industrialization of many regions of early modern Europe.
This early modern industrial growth was part of a wider process of
regional specializatioa, which began slowly in the late medieval period, but
accelerated decisively during the sixteenth century. During this process
many more European regions than ever before began to specializein particular forms of agriculture, as well as particular branches of industry, producing surpluses for export and importing what they did not produce for
themselves.Thus regional self-sufficiency declined, and inter-regional trade
grew. For the first time, large volumes of non-luxury goods began to be
traded not only among households and communities, but also among
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regions. By the end of rhe sixteenth cenrury specializedregions had arisen
all over Europe, producing surpluses of grain, livestock, industrial raw
materials, and manufactured products, and exporting them. Without
increasesin agricultural production and improvementsin trade, those specializing in industry would have iacked food, and those specializingin ihe
production of food would nor have provided markets for industry - and
hence the specializationand growth of industry could not have occurred.
The early beginnings of industrialization were thus part of a wider process
of regional specialization,in which the growth of agriculture and trade
played essentialroles.2
Germany took part fully in the regional specializationand economic
growrh of the sixteenrh century. As early as 1500, the Upper German
region around Nuremberg and ulm was one of the three most important
manufacturing regions of Europe, alongside Upper and Central Italy and
The Netherlands. By 1600, building on this base,some of the mosr vigorous indusrrial and trading areas in Europe r+'erelocated in German-speaking Central Europe. Mining and metal production, in particular, had seen
importanr technological innovations and enormous growth. In 1500, rhe
Holy Roman Empire was already producing half the iron in Europe; the
sixteenth century saw an estimated doubling of output, and the rise and
growth of metal-producing regions in rhe Rhineland, Hesse, the Harz,
Upper Saxonn a'd the Thuringian Forest. In rextile production, the 'leading sector' of early modern industry, Germany was less advanced. In the
woollen branch, English and Dutch imports were generally cheaper and
better than German products, but the sixteenthcentury saw the expansion
of German sheepherds, the introduction by Dutch religious refugeesof the
more saleable 'nerv draperies' or worsteds, and the rise of Geiman fine
woollen industries.wide expansesof Germany were well suited to flax cultivation, and during rhe sixteenrh cenrury flourishing linen regions deveroped beyond the traditional German linen area in Upper Germany, to rhe
Rhineland, westphalia, Saxony, and Silesia. cotton had begun to be
imported in large quantities as early as the fifteenth cenrury by the great
south German Imperial cities, where it was turned into fustian rinen-cot1a
ton mix)' Turnover of dyed fustian in Augsburg increasedby a factor of
twenty in the course of the sixreenth cenrury, peaking at 410,000 pieces
a n n u a l l y i n t h e d e c a d ea f t e r 1 6 0 0 . 3
commercially, too, Germany occupied an aclvantageousposition in
1600. During mosr of the sixteenth century, the .conomi-c ...rr." of gravity
of Euro_pestill clearly lay in the Mediterranean world, and the floriishing
south German Imperial cities functioned as important links between the
Mediterranean and northern Europe. yet the cenrre of gravity of the
European economy was gradually shifting to rhe north Atlaniic, with which
Germany also had numerous imporrant ties.a fhe Rhineland and
westphalia were aiready supplying textiles to Dutch markets and compering with The Netherlands and England through lower labour cosrs.Saxtny
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and Silesia were supplying linens and metals to the Atlantic trade. Northeastern Germany was supplying grain to the growing consumer markets of
The Netherlands and England. The Hanseatic cities (particularly Hamburg)
and the great fair centres of Leipzig and Frankfurt an der Oder functioned
as important commercial channels for raw materials from easternEurope
to feed the growing demand of the Atlantic economies. Through its multiple connections with the Mediterranean and Atlantic worlds, Germany
occupied a central position in the growing European economy of the sixteenth century.
It is therefore all the more striking that by 1800 Germany as a whole had
become relativeiy backward compared to much of western Europe - especially England and Flanders,but also Switzerlandand France.The relative
retardation of German agriculture and trade, discussedin Chapters 3 and 4
of this volume, were paralleled in German industry by the late eighteenth
century.'While England had begun to industrialize in the 1750s, and
Belgium, Switzerland, and France followed over the next few decades,
Germany would not see industrial take-off until the 1840s. One or two
very advanced German regions, in the Rhineland and Saxony, experienced
'pre-industrialization'
what has been called
from the late 1780s onward,
with the scattered introduction of factories and machines, but even they did
not seetrue factory industrializationuntil after about 1810. \X/estphaliadid
not industrialize until the 1850s, Wi.irttembergand Baden not until the
1870s, Bavaria and much ofthe PrussianEast not until the very end ofthe
nineteenthcentury.By 1800, therefore,German industrial developmentwas
characterized by two striking features: overall relative backwardness (even
in the most advancedregions),and enormous regional variation.s
How was Germany transformed from the dynamic and advanced economy of the sixteenth century into the relatively stagnant and conservative
backwater of 1800? This question underlies any account of che growth
which did take place in German industry between 1500 and 1800. The two
answers most often proposed emphasize external shocks, one at the beginning of Germany'slong relative decline- the Thirty Years'War- and one at
the end, in the competition from foreign (especially British) cotton, factories, and machines.However, there are some problems with such exogenous
expianationsof German industrial development.
It is certainly true that the 'great war' devastatedmany areasof Germany
between 1620 and 1650. But, as discussed in Chapter 8 of this volume,
most of the direct demographic and economic depredations of this war
were made good quite rapidly. According to the thorough survey by KarlHeinrich Kaufhold, most German industrial regionswhich were hit hard by
the Thirty Years rVar recovered astonishingly quickly.5 In a number of
German regions there had already been signs of downturn by the end of the
sixteenth century, a generation before the war began, at the beginning of
'crisis
the
of the seventeenth century' which alflicted many parts of
Europe.T The severity of the Thirty Years War was not geographically
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correlated with subsequent industrial backwardness. Rather, a number of
regions hard hit by the war were subsequently among the most industrialized in Germany: the linen and worsted regions of depopulatedand devastated \Tiirttemberg; much of the Rhineland, which had been a corridor for
rroop movements;and the linen regions of Saxony and Silesia.8Historians
generally agree that the most profound and enduring effects of the
war were indirect: not the immediate loss of labour or capital, nor even
the disruption of trade routes, but rather the ratchet-like growth in the
powers of the state, and the proliferation of privileges granted to favoured
social groups by princes concerned to ensure fiscal and political supporr
during military crises.e These indirect effects were influenced by social
and political institutions, which varied widely from one German territory
to the next. What mattered for industry was not the war itself, but how
each German society responded to it; and that depended on its internal
characteristics.
The relative backwardness of German industries is also sometimes
explained in terms of competition from English factories after 1750. But
this explanation encounters similar problems. Many German industries
were already falling behind non-factory industries in England, Flanders,
and Switzerland as early as the seventeenthcentury, long before the first
factories. Moreover, the proliferation of factories in England itself was
quite slow: only a very small percentageof English industry mechanized
until around 1820, and the replacementof linen by cotton in the European
textile sector took at least 50 years (from 1780 to 1830). The continental
European economieshad a long time to adjust; and different economiesdid
so in different ways. Belgium and Switzerland responded by shifting from
linen to cotton and introducing mechanized productionl so, more hesitantly, did Saxony and the Rhineland. But other German linen regions (in
Silesia, Wiirttemberg, and \Wesryhalia) obstinately resisted cotton and
machines for many generations. The effect of factory competition thus varied widely accordingto the ability and willingnessof different German societiesto adapt to the challenge.lo

The theory of proto-industrialization
If German industrial development in the seventeenth and eighreenth centuries cannot be explained in terms of exogenous factors, such as war or
foreign competition, how can it be explained? A major contender for the
role of explaining industrial development, not just in Germany but
'theory
throughout Europe in the early modern period, is the
of proto'Proto-industrialization'
industrialization'.
is a term invented in 7972 bv a
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historian of Flanders, Franklin Mendels, to describe the growth of exportorientated rural industries which took place in many parts of Europe
between about 1500 and about 1800. According to Mendels, these'protoindustries' were responsible for generating the population growth, labour,
capital, entrepreneurship, commercial agriculture, and consumer markets
ultimately required for factory industriaiization.lr Mendels' hypotheses
were extended in 1,977when three German historians,Peter Kriedte, Hans
Medick and Jtirgen Schlumbohm, argued that proto-industrialization
'feudalism'
to 'capiplayed a major role in the European transition from
talism'.12
'proto-industries'supposedto have transformed European sociHow are
For one thing, they are supposedto have changed
etiesso fundamentally?13
people'sdemographic behaviour.Before proto-industries,it is argued, population growth was slow, becauseit was carefully adjusted to slow economic growth, through late marriage (in the mid- to late twenties) and high
celibacy (10-15 per cent of people never marrying). Proto-industriesare
supposedto have freed marriage from waiting on inheritance,enabling universal marri age at an early age. Early and universal marriage, combined
with the increasedvalue of child labour in proto-industrial work, increased
'population explosion'. This population growth crefertility, leading to a
ated an unlimited supply of cheap industrial labour for the first factories
and also, according to Kriedte' Medick, and Schlumbohm,helped to break
'feudal' society.ia
down the structuresof traditional
Proto-industries are also supposed to have changed society and the economy directlS through transforming social institutions.Becauseproto-indusrriei arose in the countryside, it is argued, they circumvented town
privileges,craft guilds, and merchant companies,causing these traditional
urban institutions ro break down. Becausethey brought in their train population growth, non-agricultural livelihoods,continual expansionin producrion, and new economic and sociai practices,rhey also helped break down
traditional rural institutions such as village communities and manorial sys'feudal' institutions - privileged towns, guilds, merchant
tems. In place of
associations,peasantcommunities,and manorial systems proto-industries
'capitalist' society:
of
institution
the
central
introduced what was to become
the market.15
Finally, proto-industriesare supposedto have generatedthe inputs necessary for fictory industrialization. According to the. theorists, they stimulated production of the food surplusesand industrial raw materials needed
for factories by encouraging the rise of regions specializing in commercial
agriculture. They creati t"h. .h."p industrial labour which would ultim"ately be recruiied into the factories; they accumulated the capital neces."ry fo, investing in the first factories thiough the profits they made for
pitte.r-o.rt; finalln they created the consumer markets' both
mrr.h"nt,
".tdabroad, which *orrid subsequently buy the output of the first
at home and
factories.l6

Germany,1630-1800
The terms'proto-industry' and'proto-industrialization' have been widely
adopted by historians of Germany seekinga conciseway of referring to the
industrial component of the regional specializationwhich took place here,
as elsewherein Europe, during the early modern period.17But how useful is
the tbeory of proto-industrialization in explaining the development of
industry in Germany between 1500 and 1800? Since the original hypotheses about proto-industrialization were put forward in the 1970s, there has
been an outpouring of research on early modern export industries all over
Europe, including Germany. This rich new body of empirical work, much
of it directly stimulated by the theory of proto-industrialization, has
revealeda number of fundamental drawbacks to the original hypotheses.
The systematic changes which the growth of rural export industries are
supposedto have wrought in demographicbehaviour have failed to marerialize. Instead,a very wide variety of demographicpatterns can be observed
in different proto-industrial regions; this is reflected by considerable demographic variation among different German industrial regions before 1800.18
The replacement of traditional social institutions by markets shows little
geographical or chronological association with the rise of rural exporr
industries; in Germany, as we will see below, traditional institurions survived in rnany industrial regions. The commercialization of agriculture
appearsto have begun in many placesbefore,and independentlyof, the rise
of proto-industries; urban centres already provided a substantial pool of
demand for agricultural surpluses,even without rural industrial regions.
Indeed, the neglectof the role of towns and cities in early modern industrialization is widely recognized as a major gap in the theory. Finally, it has
proved difficult to establishclear links betweenproto-industrializationand
factory industrialization:the labour, capital, skills, food supplies,raw materials, and consumer markets for the early factories did not necessarily
derive from proto-industries; and although some proto-industrial regions
successfullymade the transition to machinesand factories,others remained
proto-industrial, and still others shifted back to agriculture.le
To sum up: the growrh of rural export industries, although indeed widespread in early modern Europe, had widely varying demographic, social,
and economic effects. Indeed, this regional variation is itielf one of the
most striking findings ro emerge from the last 20 years of empirical
research on proto-industrialization. Rather rhan attempting to foice all
early modern European industries into the straitjacket of a single pattern of
development, the 'second generation' of proto-industrializati,cnitudies is
now focusing on explaining the uariation
industries and regions, as
a more p.romising approach to explaining "-ong
rhe sources of economic change
and developmenr.20
This is particularly relevant in the German conrexr, since the theories of
proto-industrialization assume that all of Europe responded in much the
same way to the economic changesof the early modern period. They do not
even address - let alone answer - the question of why some EuroDean
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economieswith numerous 'proto-industries' (such as Germany) grew and
industrialized more slowly than others (such as England, Flanders,
Switzerland,or France).Nor do the theoriesof proto-industrializationconcern themselveswith why certain early modern industrial regions (such as
those in Saxony or the Rhineland) experiencedrapid economic, social, and
demographic development between 1600 and 1800, while others (such as
'Westphalia,
lftrttemberg, or Silesia) remained extraordinarily
those in
resistant to change for centuries." Ho*, then, might historians provide a
satisfactory account of the industrial development of different parrs of early
modern Germany?

Early modernGermanindustrialregions
One approach has been to try to put together a complete empirical picture of German industries before 1800. Although there is a rich older literarure, most of it is oriented toward specific industries, Landesgeschicbte
(the history of particular German territories), or the teleologicalperspectives of German factory industrialization in the nineteenth century.22As a
consequencethe state of researchon early modern Germany industry is
fragmentary, with plenty of case studies but few general perspectives,and
no complete account of what happenedto industry in Germany as a whole
in the course of the early modern period. In an attempt to remedy this
unsatisfactorystate of affairs, in 1,985Karl-Heinrich Kaufhold undertook
the heroic task of providing a thorough survey of German industries
between 1650 and 1800. Eschewingthe term'proto-industry'as too restrictive, he focused on Gewerbelandschaften (industrial regions), which he
defined as regions with an above-averagedensity of industrial employment
and a large proportion of output sold beyond the region.23On the basis
of the scattered and uneven existing literature, he identified no fewer than
thirty-nine industrial regions in Germany before 1800. These are listed in
Table 9.1, and their general locations are shown in Fig.9.1. Kaufhold's
survey provides historians with a much better picture than before of the
characteristics of early industrialization in Germany which any satisfactory
theory about it must explain.
As can be seen from Table 9.1, there were wide expansesof Germany
with no industrial regions. In the far North and East - Schleswig-Holstein,
Mecklenburg, and the easternand central provincesof Prussia(Pomerania,
East and West Prussia, Lithuania, the Netze District (Notee ), Neumark,
Kurmark, Magdeburg, and Halberstadt) - there was little rural industry,
and even the densest urban industries (as in Berlin) were oriented primarily to the local market.24lndustrial regions were also absent from parts of
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Table 9.1 German industrial regions c. 1800: a provisional surveyu
Industrial region

Most important products and branchesof industryb

Upper Lusatia (SaxonY)
Chemnitz and area
(SaxonY)
Erzgebirge(Ore Mountains)
(Saxony)

Linen yarn and linen cloth
Cotton yarn and cloths, stockings,gloves,caps,
etc., calico-printing
Silver,cobalt, tin, dyes; iron and iron wares; lacemaking, trimmings-making,embroidery; strawplaiting, toys
Cotton yarn and cotton cloth; embroidery; lacemaking; stockings,caps; musical instruments
Iron, steel; iron and steel wares, especiallyweapons

Vogtland (Saxony)
Region of Schmalkalden,
Zella, Mehlis, and Suhl
(Thuringia)
Meininger Oberland
(esp.Kreis Sonneberg)
(Thuringia)
Schwarzburgische
Oberherrschafren
(Thuringia)
ReuB principalities
(Thuringia)
Duchy of Weimar
(Thuringia)
Obereichsfeld(Thuringia)
Lower Silesianmountains
(Siiesia)
Upper Silesianmining area
(Silesia
)
Area around Nuremberg
(Principality of Ansbach)
(Franconia)
Area around Bayreuth
(Franconia)
Area around Hof (Franconia)
Upper Palatinate
Allgdu (Swabia)
Ulm and area (Swabia)
Swabian Jura (HeidenheimUrach-MiinsingenBlaubeuren)(lfiirttemberg)
EasternBlack Forestand its
easternfoothills
(Wiirttemberg)
Southern Black Forest
(Baden,Anterior Austria, etc.)
High Black Forest (Todtnau,
Triberg, Furtwangen,
Neustadt)(Baden,Anrerior
Austria, etc.)
Saar area (Middle Rhineland)

Toys; wooden wares; slatesand slate-pencils
lVooden and iron wares; medicaments

Woollens and worsteds; cotton cloths, stockings
Stockings
\Worsteds;linen cloth
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Iron, lead, silver,tin, mineral coal
Cotton cloths and cotton wares; stockings;needles;
mirrors; Lyon wire
Cotton yarn and cotton cloth
Cotton yarn and cotton cloth
Iron; glass;linen cloth
Linen yarn and linen cloth; embroidery; cotton
cloth
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Linen yarn and linen cloth

Worsteds

Embroidery; cotton yarn and cotton cloth
Clocks; music-boxes;straw-plaiting, brushes,
sPoons

Mineral coal, iron; glass

9.1 cont.

Iron; furniture; pottery
Neuwieder Becken with
'Westerwald
(Middle Rhineland)
Iron, lead; fine woollens; sole-leather
Nordeifel (North Rhineland)
Mineral coal, brass;woollens; iron and iron wares;
Aachen-Stolberg-Diiren(North
paper; needles
Rhineland)
Krefeld-Gladbach-Rheidtand
Silk wares; linen yarn and linen cloth; cotton cloth
area (North Rhineland)
Iron, steel,lead, silver,copper; linen cloth; cotton
Siegerlandand Principality of
Nassau-Dillenburg(North
cloth; sole-leather
Rhineland)
County of Mark (North
Iron, steel; iron and steel wares; wire; needles;brass
Rhineland)
wares; woollens; cotton cloth
'upper' half
Duchy of Berg,
Steel;iron and steel wares, esp. cudery and small
(North Rhineland)
iron wares; cotton yarn and cotton cloth; woollens
Duchy of Berg, 'lower' half
Yarn-bleaching;ribbons, cords, braid; linen cloth;
(North Rhineland)
cotton yarn and cotton cloth; dyeing; silk wares
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Tecklenburg (Vestphalia)
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Minden-Ravensburg
(Vestphalia)
'Western
Miinsterland
Linen cloth
(Vestphalia)
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Lippe-Detmold (Vestphalia)
Prince-Bishopricof Osnabriick Linen yarn and linen cloth
(Westphalia)
Harz (Lower Saxony)
Silver,lead, copper, iron
Central and southern Lower
Linen yarn and linen cloth
Saxony
North Hesse
Linen yarn and linen cloth

' 'Industrialregions'are definedas beingareasin which therewas an above-average
densityof industry(measured
accordingto numberemployedin industryper 1,000
inhabitants)and wherethe industriesinvolvedsold a considerable
proportionof their
output beyondthe local area.
h The orderof appearance
is not identicalto the orderof importance(whichcannotbe
estimatedbecau#of lack of adequateempiricalinformationl.
Source:K.-H. Kaufhold,'Gewerbelandschaften
in der friihenNeuzeit',in H. Pohl,ed.,
Getuerbe-und Industrielandschaftenuom Spiitmittelaberbis ins 20. Jahrhundert
(Stuttgart,1985),
pp. 112-202,this tableon pp.171-3;definitionofindustrialregion
on pp.I l4-15.
the German South: Bavaria and most of present-day Baden except for the
Black Forest had a high general density of locally oriented rural crafts, but
no concentrated and export-oriented industrial regions.2sAt the other end
of the spectrum, there were four large geographical agglomerations within
Germany which together accounted for more than three-quarters of the
industrial regions identified by Kaufhold: Saxony-Thuringia (containing
more than one-quarter of all German industrial regions), the Rhineland
(with more than one-fifth), south-west Germany, and Westphalia-Lower
Saxony.26 Industry was distributed across Germany very unevenly.
Early modern German indusrial production was also concentrated into
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Germany.1630-1800

nor by urban or rural industry alone (despitethe importance of the
latter), nor by any particular form of enterprise (not even domestic
industry or putting-out, despite the fact that they were very widespread).rVhen they becamesufficiently widespread- and not alone,
but in typical combinations - rhese factors influenced the development of particular regions or groups of regions, sometimesconsiderably, but they did not becomegeneralcausesof development.3o
The theory of proto-industrialization, with its stress on rural domestic
industry arrd a unilineal progression toward the putting-out system, offers
'a too one-sidedand short-sightedexplanation'.31
'typology' or positive explanarion to
But when it comes to formulating a
account for why industrial regions arose in certain parts of Germany but
not in others, or why some grew and others declined, Kaufhold is much
'locamore hesitant. His empirical survey leads him to conclude that three
tion factors' were essential:labour supply, raw materials, and market outlets. Capital, technology, and state industrial policies were much less
important.32 However, he finds that no general conclusions can be drawn
'locaabout which regions of Germany could be expectedto supply such
tion factors' in the requisiteamounts, or why. Industrial labour supply was
affected by population growth, agriculture, social stratification, and entry
restrictions(such as guild rules).33Raw materialswere sometimesproduced
within German industrial regions, but often imported.3a Markets for
German manufactures were created through growing domestic demand,
European outlets, the growth of overseascolonies, improvements in transportation, and the entrepreneurial activities of merchants.3s In short,
Kaufhold's survey provides enormously useful empirical generalizations,
but no explanation for why German industries were located where they
were, and why they developed as they did. Must we content ourselveswith
empirical descriptions,or are there more general explanatory tools available which can help ro make senseof the heterogeneityin early modern
German industrial development?
'location facThere is, in fact, a single general concept underlying all the
tors' one meets in descriptive accounts of early modern industries. This is
opportunity cost, the central idea behind the economic theory of supply,
and thus the fundamental explanation for why certain European regions
and not others supplied industrial goods in the early modern period. All
forms of production require inputs of resources- labour, capital, land, raw
materials. Becauseeach of these resourcescould be used in other ways, it
has what economists call an 'opportunity cosr' - a cost in terms of the nextbest alternative use for it. 'Opportunity cost' is a more useful way of thinking about costs than simple money costs, becauseit takes into account costs
which are not traded in markets or expressed in money terms. In early
modern Europe many goods were not formally traded in markets and thus
did not have money prices; this was especiallythe case for labour, the most
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important input for early modern industry. But all inputs had opportunity
costs: labour which a householdallocated to weaving could not simultaneously be used for farming; land used for growing flax could not simultaneously be used for growing grain;35capital investedin wool or looms could
not be used to buy cattle or build a barn. So, for example, opportunity
costs explain why industries often arose in barren, mountainous regions:
the opportunity cost of allocating labour, land, and capital to industry was
very low in terms of foregone agricultural income.
An important component of opportunity costs is transactiozs costsrcosts
incurred in all the transactions connected with obtaining inputs, moving the
product along from one stageof production to the next, and selling it to the
final customer.Transactionscosts include costs of transportation, negoriation, information, contract enforcement,protection from coercion, and so
on. Chapter 4 of this volume illustratesthe enormous addition to the final
price to customerscausedsimply by two of the most easilyquantified transactions costs, those of transportation fees and customs charges. Other
transactions costs, such as those incurred in preventing embezzlementof
raw materials or conveying information about changes in demand from
potential customersto producers,are harder to quantify but no lessimportant.
Thinking about the 'location factors' for early modern industriesin terms
of costs gives us a powerful tool for understandingwhy industriesarose in
certain regions of Germany rather than orhers, and why different industries
responded to changing circumstances in different ways. An industry was
more likely to arise in a region where its particular mix of inputs and transactions r.vasleast costly. Once in existence, an industry organized production so as to minimize costs within the constraints imposed by the natural
and social characteristicsof the region. This did not even require conscious
calculation on the part of producers: the grim realities of survival meant
that if you produced at higher cost than spinners,weavers,or meral-workers in a neighbouring region, your products went unsold on export markets, your family went hungry, and you were not be able ro go on
producing. Even the protectionist legislation of cities and princes created
only regional or, at most, national monopolies, and could not protect producers from cost competition on international export markets.3TPoverty
and scarcity alone ensured that cost martered. What, then, determined the
costs - and thus the location and developmenr - of industries in early
modern Germany?
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Industry and nature

Rhineland; the important linen industry of the western Miinsterland of
\Westphalia;and the linen region in Lower Saxony. This is not surprising,
since there were many factors other than agricultural infertility which influenced the costs of industry.
Nature also clearly affected industrial costs through raw marerials.
Where nature provided existing depositsof raw materials (such as iron ore
or wood), or favoured their cultivation (as with flax or wool), they would
tend to be cheaper. Hclding other factors constant, this would favour the
rise of industries which used these materials.However, other factors, such
as the cost of labour, were not always held constant.This made it profirable
to sell natural raw materials to areaswith low labour costs or other advantages instead of using them in industry locally. The existenceof trade meant
that natural endowments of raw materials were seldom sufficient in themselvesto give rise to an industry.a0
But they were very important for industries such as metals and glass,
which used large volumes of heavy raw materialsor fuels which were costly
ro transport from their'natural' location.alFuels becameeven more important for the iron industry during the sixteenth century with the spread of
'indirect process',which
required much higher heat levels,consuming
the
more than 250 kilograms of charcoal to produce 100 kilograms of raw
iron.a2Accordingly, the German iron industriesdid arise in close proximity
to ore deposits and/or forests: in the Thuringian Forest, the Harz, Upper
Saxony, Upper Silesia, the Upper Palatinate, the Saar and Neuwieder
Becken in the central Rhineland. and in several areas of the northern
Rhineland.alThe inexorable rise in costs triggered by exhaustion of ore or
wood deposits led to the decline of many of the great sixteenth-century
German iron regions (such as the Upper Palatinate)around 1500, and the
emergenceof new centres(such as the Harz and Silesia)in the course of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.aalron-processing was often very
dependent on water-power to drive the forge-hammers,and thus smithies
tended to be located along waterways. As Reininghausobserves,this prevented iron-goods industries from arising in the north German plains,
where the waterways were too slow to drive hammers; wind power did not
provide an adequate substitute.asGlass, too, required large quantities of
three heavy raw materials: lime, siliceousearth or quartz sand, and wood
tbr potash and (especially)fuel. The scarcity of these materials meant that
the glass industry was even more 'mobile' than the iron industry: as the
example of Hesseshows, glass areaswere worked out very quickly indeed.
As a consequence,glass alone rarely determinedthe emergenceor survival
of an industrial region.a5
As the early modern period progressed,however, even the metal and glass
industries depended less on local raw materials and more on imports' As
early as the sixteenth century, many German iron-producing regions were
supplying raw and half-finished iron and steel to separate iron-processing
regions, and this tendency had become almost ubiquitous by the eighteenth

Early modern indusrries w€re generally more dependent on nature than
industries are nowadays. Becauseagriculture made up most of the economy, the opportunity cost of using resources in industry was strongly
aff-ectedby the costs of using them in agriculture, and these in turn were
powerfully affected by natural factors such as soil and climate. Because
trade was still costly and primitive, industries were still very reliant on
local inputs, and thus strongly affected by the natural endowments of the
local region. In most early modern industries, relatively immobile inputs
(such as raw materials and labour) made up a larger percentageof costs
than mobile inputs (such as capital, technology,and knowhow); again, this
made industriesmore dependenton local resourceendowments.As a result,
the costs of industrial production in a particular region were affecred by
the region's natural endowments - its climate, scil, natural resources,
energy supplies, topographical barriers to transportation, locarion near
trade routes. and so on.38The effecr of local natural endowmentson industrial cost may even have been higher in early modern Germany than in
many other parts of western Europe, becausetrade faced more obstacles
in Germany than elsewhere,and the geographicaimobility of labour was
often institutionally restricted (by ties of serfdom in the East, for example,
or by community citizenshiprestrictions in the South). That is, the extent
to which natural endowments influencedindustry dependedvery much on
the extent to which social arrangemenrsincreased(or reduced) the costs
of moving raw materials and labour away from the place where they
occurred 'naturally'.
Perhapsthe most important way in which natural endowments affected
the opportuniry costs of industr5 and thus irs locarion and development,
was through their influence on agriculture. lWhere soil and climate were
such as to favour agriculture, this increasedthe opportunity costs of using
any resource - labour, capital, or land - for industry instead. This accounts
for Kaufhold's finding that German industrial regions, with a few exceptions, did not tend to be located in the fertile plains: eight of the nine great
ranges of hills in Germany - the Swabian Jura, the Black Forest, rhe Eifel,
the Sauerland,the Harz, the Sudeten,the Erzgebirge,and the Thuringian
Forest - contained one or more industrial regions.3eThe less fertile soils
and lower temperarures common at higher altitudes reduced porential
agrarian yields, thereby lowering industrial opportunity costs. But a hilly
location was not sufficient for the emergenceof an industrial region, as is
shown by the example of the non-industrialized Bohemian Forest in
Bavaria. Nor was it necessarSas is shown by the location of some of the
most important indusrrial regions in Germany in the fertile plains: the vigorous linen and silk region around Krefeld, Gladbach, and Rheydt in the
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century. The iron-processing regions of Mark and Berg in the Rhineland, for
instance, obtained raw iron and steel and half-finished goods from separate
(although not very distant) regions in the Siegerlandand the principality of
Nassau-Dillenburg.Glass, too, was transported from its production areas
(like those in the Upper Palatinate)to separarenearby centresof polishing
and mirror production (in Nuremberg and Fi.irth). Charcoal was increasingly imported into iron-smelting areas: in the eighteenth cenrury, as they
ran out of wood, the Harz imported charcoal from the Solling, and the
Siegerland from the Sauerland of Westphalia.aTSocial arrangements could
help make up for natural scarcity: thus the Siegerland managed ro susrain
an expanding metal industry between 1550 and 1800 despite scarcity of
charcoal, through the Haubergwirtschaft, a sysrem of collective administration and rational cultivation of forests.a8In a number of German territories,
governments and communities re-planted the native deciduous trees with
faster-growing conifers to replace fuel supplies more rapidly (as discussedin
Chapter 1 of this volume). Thus not only natural endowmenrsbut also trade
and the social organization of resource exploitation affected the costs of raw
materials and fuels, and thus the location of industry.
Natural endowments were less important for textile industries, which
used lighter and more easily tradeable raw materials,and little if any fuel.
Silk and cotton could not in any case be economically cultivated in
Germany; it was only the costs of flax, hemp, and wool which could be
affected by natural variations among German regions.aeLinen production
did arise in those areas of Germany with the soils (lime and sand) and climate (cool and wet) required for growing flax and hemp: on a band running through northern Central Europe from the lower Rhineland through
Westphalia,Saxony, northern Bohemia, and Silesia;and a smaller area in
Swabia in the South.s0Yet the Saxon Vogtland, although 'no less endowed
with a favourable climate for flax cuhure ... never developeda linen businessof commercial significance'(although it did develop many other industries).sl That is, natural endowments were not sufficient to bring a linen
region into existence. Nor were they necessaryto create one: during the
early modern period, linen yarn began to be exported in huge volumes from
regions where flax was cultivated and spun, to others which specialized in
weaving, bleaching, lace-making, stocking-knitting, or producing any number of other fancy goods. Before 1600, Swabia was importing linen yarn
from Austria, Bohemia, and Silesia, and by 1700 it was exporting yarn in
bulk to Switzerland. The Vupper Valley and the county of Mark in the
Rhineland imported yarn from Westphalia, Lower Saxony, Hesse, and
Silesia,and sent their own woven and bleachedgoods to France for further
processing into luxury items. Silesia imported low-quality yarn from
Bohemia, Moravia, and Saxony, and exported high-quality Lothgarn to
The Netherlands for lace-making. Upper Lusatia exported its own highquality yarn to Holland and England, while its own weavers imported
lower-quality yarn from Bohemia.s2 This enormous trade in linen yarn

reduced the importance of natural endowments in determining the location
and development of German linen regions in the longer run.
The German woollen industries, too, initially grew up (during the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries) on the basis of indigenous sheep herds. The
loss of many of these herds during the Thirty Years lVar is supposed to have
been the cause of the decline of the German woollen industry. Certainly,
those few German woollen regions which survived increasingly relied on
imports of raw materials.53Thus Monschau in the Eifel area of the northern Rhineland became famed for producing some of the finest woollens in
Europe, using imports of Spanish Merino wool.sa The production of
worsteds, lighter and cheaper cloths made of long-stranded combed wool
rarher than the shorter carded wool used for woollens, also initially established itself in areas with indigenous supplies of wool: in the l7iirttemberg
Black Forest from c. 1560 onward, and in Gera and the Obereichsfeld in
Thuringia in the later seventeenthcentury. However, all three main German
worsted regions increasingly depended on raw-wool imports, the
ril/iirttemberg Black Forest from as early as 1500.55
Becauseindustrial regions, being export-orientated, depended on trade to
sell their output and obtain foodstuffs, and also increasingly imported raw
materials, their costs were affected by geographical location. Ease of transportation or proximity to trade routes or trade fairs meant lower transactions costs. This was more irrrportant for goods in which transport and
other transactions costs made up a higher proportion of the final price at
which the wares could be sold: transactions costs thus mattered much more
for cheap mass-market wares than for expensiveluxury products, and more
for heavy goods (such as metals)than for light wares (such as textiles).The
enormousiy lower costs of water transportation ought to have given advantages to those German regions located along the short northern coastline
and on the five great rivers (the Rhine, the Danube, the'Weser,the Elbe, and
the Oder). But the location and development of German industrial regions
does not clearly follow the availability of water transportation. The North
Sea coast and neighbouring territories were among the least industrialized
parts of Germany. The Elbe flowed through highly industrialized Saxony,
but also through almost completely non-industrializedBrandenburg. The
Rhine flowed through the highly industrialized Rhineland, but also through
the non-industrialized areas of Baden and Anterior Austria in the far South'West.
ufiirttemberg did not extend as far as the Danube, and during most
of the early modern period the \Tiirttemberg stretch of the Neckar was not
navigable.s5 Nevertheless, lfiirttemberg was more highly industrialized
than neighbouring Bavaria (with the Danube) or Baden (with the Rhine).
The N7estphaliancounty of Ravensberg becameand remained an important
linen region despite the fact that its distance from trade routes made food
imports too costly, so that it had to produce its own grain supply.s7The
Monschau woollen industry became 'the first and most renowned in
Europe', despite the extraordinarily high transport costs caused by its
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difficult location; admittedly, this was partly due to the fact thar it produced very high-quality cloths, for which transporrarioncosrs comprised a
relatively low share of the (high) final price which could be chargedto customers.s8The stimulus which trade provided to industry appears to have
dependedas much on reduction in transactionscosts through the activities
of merchants - their seeking out of low-cosr rransporrarion and market
links, their transmission of information from customer to producer, their
financing of the delay between production and sales- as on that engendered by natural location. Based on the geographical distribution of
German industrial regions, Kaufhold concludesthat 'the great trade routes
oriented themselvesto the main locations of industry, more rhan the other
way around'.'s9
Germany's natural resource endowments did contribute to the location
and developmentof its industries before 1800. But their influence was circumscribed. Natural resourceswere more important for industries requiring large volumes of heavy raw materials and fuels than for those with
lighter and easily traded inputs. They were more imponanr for earlier
stagesof production (such as smelting or spinning) than for later ones (such
as smithing or weaving). Above all, the influence of nature in a given case
depended on social arrangements,especiallyrrade. As trade became less
costly and more widespread,local endowmenrsdeclinedin importance relative to other influenceson costs. Thus industries arose berween 1500 and
1800 in areasof Germany without obvious natural advantages,while other
areasendowed with cheap raw materials,good energy supplies,favourable
location on waterways, and infertile soils for agriculrure failed to develop
into industrial regions.Nature alone was neither necessarynor sufficient to
causeindustriesto arise in particular regionsor develop in specificways.
This should not be surprising. Peoplemake economic decisionswithin a
framework defined not jusr by nature but by society.That is, the costs of
any economic activity - including industry - are affected by the social and
institutional framework governing the transactions through which inputs
are obtained, production is organized, and output is sold. It is sometimes
assumedthat markets are the most imporrant social institutions governing
economic activity. But in most societies markets operate within the constraints imposed by other social institutions. This was certainly the case in
early modern Germany. Markets in labour, land, capital, raw materials,
foodstuffs, and industrial output - and thus rhe costs of all these goods were constrained by a variety of non-market institutions. In the counrryside, where a Ereat deal of German indusrrial production occurred before
1800, markets were regulatedby village communities and manorial systems
with powerful landlords. In towns and cities, where most rrade and a good
share of industrial production srill took place, markets were constrained by
the powers and privileges of the towns rhemselvesand rheir constiruenr
craft guilds and merchant companies. In both town and countryside, markets were increasingly regulated by rhe expanding early modern srate. In

Germany territorial fragmentation meant that social institutions evolved
The ways in
differently, and varied enormouslS over short distances.5O
which markets were formally and informally regulatedby other social instirurions affected the costs, and thus the location and development,of most
industriesin early modern Germany.
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Industrv and rural societv
By 1800 a larger share of industrial producrion was taking place in the
countrysidethan had beenthe casein 1500, partlv becauseof urban decline
and partly becauseof faster rural growth.6l Rural economic acriviry was
regulared by landlords within the manorial system, and by village communities. Although formally organized around agrarian production, these
instirutions, becausethey regulated the use of labour, [and, and capital in
agriculture, inevitably affected the opportunity cost of these inputs in
industry. Landlords and communities remained powerful in most parts of
Germany until the later eighteenth cenrury, to a much later date than, for
example, in Flanders or in England.52But the preciseways in which rhey
regulated the rural econorny varied enormously from one German rerritory to the next, in a way which cannor be reduced merely to the distinction between the two ideal-typical German agrarian systems,the eastern
Gutsherrscbaft lwirh powerful landlords, srrong ries of serfdom, heavy
labour dues, and large demesne operations) and the western
Grundherrschaft (with weak landlords, few ties of serfdom, renrs in cash
or kind, and little demesneacrivity).
This is illustrated by the relationship betweenearly industrialization and
Gutsherrschaft. h is often argued rhar Gutsherrschaft - or indeed any
agrarian system which gave substantial powers to landlords - was incompatible with the expansion of early modern industry.63It is certainly true
that institutional powers could enable landlords, if rhey desired,to prevent
rural people from engagingin industry. In many parts of northern and eastern Germany, landlords did preciselythis. These were fertile regions offering high returns to agriculture; rhus when peasanrssought to shift to
industry, it was not because it was more productive than agriculture but
becauseir was lesssubject to landlord e*rortion. High agranan producrivity meant landlords had little incenriveto incur the cosrsof redefining their
manorial powers to enable them to exrort dues from peasants'industrial
work. But in less fertile regions the incentives were different. Here, people
really did produce more valuable output working in industry than in agriculture, and as long as landlords could extend their powers to profit from
it, they had an incentive to let their rural subjecrs shift to industry. The
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requisite widening of landlords' powers was ensured during the so-called
'second serfdom' - the state-supported
expansion in landlord powers in
most areas of Gutsherrschaft from the later sixteenth century on. This combination of agricultural infertility and 'second serfdom' permitted the rise
of export-orientated industrial regions under conditions of Gutsberrschaft
in many parts of easrernand Central Europe: in Silesia(ruled by Austria
until annexed by Prussiain 1740 -2), Bohemia, Moravia, Poland, Bulgaria,
and parts of Russia.6a
Originally it was argued that these 'feudal proto-industries' arose only
where there was a weakening or deviation from 'classic' Gutsherrscbaft,
characterized by relations of serfdom defined according to strict legal criteria, and by large demesne farms specializing in grain production.5s
Empirical studies, however, suggest that the only 'deviation' from
Gutsherrschaft in proto-industrial regions of central and easrern Europe
was that landlords exploited their institutional powers in the industrial sector instead of (or as well as) in agriculture. The Gutswirtschaf (demesne
economy) did not disappear,but rather expanded to include other rural
activities (in addition to the classicgrain farming): mining, smelting, glassmaking, flax-growing, spinning, and weaving, whether in putting-our systems ol in manufacrories or 'proto-factories' on the feudal estate.
Landlords were no weaker in industrial rhan in agrarian regions of
Gutsberrschaft. on the contrary, they permitted industries to arise precisely
because their expanding extra-economic powers enabled them to extract
revenues from rhem: through loom fees, selling monopoly rights over peasants' output to foreign merchants, compelling workers to buy demesneflax
at above-market prices, encouraging their rural subjects to shift ro industry
by restricting accessto land, levying labour dues in the form of transporting
ores and fuels and even somerimesspinningflax, using ties of serfdom to
recruit 'forced wage-labour' at beiow-marketwages,and many other strategies.66It was preciselytheir low labour cosrs,forcibly maintained through
landlords' exrra-economic powers, which made the export industries in
areas such as Silesiaand Bohemia so competitive internationally. What mattered for industry was not whether landlords were strong or not, but the
precise powers they had and how they used them, and these varied from
one region of Gutsherrscbaft to the next.
It was only in the longer term rhar rhe powers of landlords under
Gutsherrschaft,which in Silesia,for insrance,kept flax and labour cosrsso
low and the region's yarn and linen exportr to .o-p.titive,
became an
obstacle to industrial development. Beginning in the 1770s, the challenge of
English cotton and mechanized production could not be met by cheap flax
and labour alone, but required technical adaptation, skill, and capitai. But
technological changes in linen production were opposed by silesian landlords concerned to maintain the revenue stream from their serf weaversl
the Prussian stare instituted legal prohibitions on new pracrices. capitai
flowed into landownership rather than indusrrial machines, becauseoi the
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enormous legal privileges associated with it under Gutsherrschaft. In the
last decades of the eighteenth century, as the Saxon and Rhenish linen
industries began - however gradually - to shift to cotton and machines, the
greatest German linen industry of all, that of Siiesia, slid inexorably into
In the words of Herbert Kisch:
crisis and ultimate de-industrialization.6T
In many ways the Silesianlinen trades corroborate the contention ...
that domestic industry was not always, as might be generalizedfrom
the English case, an agent of progress;rather, where domestic trades
have been appendicesof the feudal order they have had the opposite
effect.68
Strong landlord powers were not incompatible with export-oriented
domestic industry, but they were incompatible with long-term economic
growth.
The more limited landlord powers characteristicof Grundherrschaft rn
Germany west of the Elbe could not artificially lower labour costs,but they
permitted (or were associatedwith) other cost advantages:labour markets
nor constrained by serfdom, more flexible land use, less incentive for capital to flow into landholding, livelier commerce,and more open rural markets. The rise of export-orientated industries in areas such as Saxony, the
Rhineland, and lVilrttemberg benefited from the relatively limited powers
of landlords there to regulaterural society.PeterKriedte finds that silk processingtended to arise in those villages around Krefeld in the Rhineland
where landlords were least restrictive, a pattern also observed in parts of
England and Switzerland.6eBut there were also areas of Grundherrschaft,
such as \Testphalia, where although landlord powers did not altogether
prevent the rise of export-orientated linen production, they did exercise a
'Westphalia,
landlords continued to
limiting influenceon it. Thus in parts of
exercise significant influence over land use and expansion of the rural
industrial labour force, at least until the abolition of the Acker-Marken\X/irtscbaft (the collective system of regulating agriculture, which often
involved important powers for landlords as well as peasantcommunities)'
The Acker-Marken-Wirtscbaft was not abolished until the 1.770s in the
Prussian-ruledcounty of Ravensberg,and not until around 1810 in the
neighbouring prince-bishopric of Osnabriick. \Wolfgang Mager ascribes
Ravensberg'sultimately successfulfactory industrialization in the nineteenth century, while most other rVestphalian linen districts de-industrialized, partly to the early breakdown of the Ravensberg AckerMarken-\X/irtscltaft.T0Thus even west of the Elbe landlord powers, while
not preventing the rise of export-oriented industries, did constrain their
growth in some regions until the last decades of the Old Empire, and set
certain regions on divergentpaths of industrialization.
The other main social institution regulating the rural economy was the
village community. Originally it was argued that export-orientated rural
industries only arose where communities were weak.71This seemedto be
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borne out by early researchshowing proto-industriesarising in weak communities in preference to strong ones, in parts of England and
Switzerland.T2But later researchhas shown that although strong community institutions did increasethe costs of industries,it did not prevent them
from arising in regions with other cost advantages.Ts
Communiries, too,
varied in strength from one German territory to the next, depending on the
local institutional legacy,as well as the changing powers of landlords and
princes. Vith regional exceptions, they tended ro be weaker in areas of
Gutsherrschaft or effective absolutism, and strong rvhere landlords were
weak or princes supported local village powers in exchangefor fiscal and
administrativesupport.Ta
The cost advantagesof weak communities are shown by the concentration and vigour of industry in Saxony and the Rhineland, where village
institutions were often as weak as in England or the Low Countries. In
many parts of Saxony village communities began to weaken in the early
sixteenth century, and receivedlimle support from the state: settlementand
rural factor markets began to operate relatively freely, and rural export
industries proliferated.TsIn many areas of the Rhineland, as well, village
communities appear to have been relatively powerless even before rural
industriesarose in rhe sixteenthcenrury.T6
But in this, as in other aspectsof
their social organization,the Rhineland and Saxony were exceprional.
In other German industrial regions,village insrirurionswere on rhe whole
much stronger. Although they did not wholly prevent the rise of export
industries,they imposed costs which had enduring effects.Thus in the linen
region of Ravensberg in Westphalia, Volfgang Mager identifies 'the effectiveness of the communal Markenwirtschaft' as one of 'rhe two basic factors of economic and social retardation', which 'lasted until the late
eighteenthor early nineteenthcentury'.77The Markenwirtschaft was a communally organized agrarian system imposing a close regulation of land and
labour markets as well as many other economic pracrices; and it was
only graduallS in the course of the eighteenthcentury, that the Prussian
state begin to permit infringements on it in Ravensberg. The forcible
abolition of communal controls in the 1770s unleashed rapid industrial
growth, creating a proletarianizedlabour force before international linen
demand fell, and giving Ravensbergthe industrial momentum ro survive
until mechanization became possible in the 1850s. In the neighbouring
linen region of Osnabrick, by contrast, the prince-bishopsmaintained the
Marhenwirtscbaft until c. 1810; this constrained industrial growth and, in
'Wolfgang
the view of both
Mager and Jiirgen Schlumbohm, helped to set
Osnabriick on the path to de-industrialization.T8
In the German South, communirieswere notoriously strong until well into
the nineteenthcentury, restricting marriage and sertlement,regulating markets in most commodities, and enforcing the privileges of rural guilds.Te
Although these constraints increased costs and reduced flexibility, they did
not altogether exclude the growth of domestic industries where other local

advantageswere present.In'Wiirttemberg, for instance,partible inheritance
generatedplentiful labour, manorial restrictionswere weak, and the great
sourh German trading cities were near. Consequently,the Swabian Jura
(with favourable conditions for flax cultivation) developed into a linen
region, while the margins of the easternBlack Forest (with infertile soils,
indigenoussheep-raising,plentiful water-power,and a tradition of woollen
manufacturing) becamea densecentre of worsted exports. Village communiries remained strong, and it was not until the later eighteenthcentury that
their rigidities - among others - began to weigh heavily on the two great
\rViirttembergindustrial regions,contributing to industrial stagnarion,technological backwardness,and a failure to adapt to the challengesof cotton
In many regionsof Germany,therefore,the powers of
and mechanization.80
rural communities, like the powers of landlords, did not Dreventthe rise of
export industries between 1500 and 1800, but did constrain their development.
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Industrv and urban societv
Although rural industry grew enormously in significancebetween i500 and
1.800towns retained a variety of important industrial functions, something
not always recognizedin the theoriesof proto-industrialization,which tend
to regard towns as simply the location of the merchants who organized
the rural putting-out systems.8lTowns certainly did play the dominant role
in organizing the trade in industrial raw materials, food for the industrial
population, and the products they manufactured, as well as in supplying
the capital to finance the gap between purchasing inputs and selling outputs. This was especiallythe casein Germany,where, although rural industrial traders did arise, in most territories unril the late eighteenthcentury
their illegal status limited their operarions(as we will seebelow). But towns
were also where production rook place, especially for certain industries
and stages of manufacturing: for processesin.rolving expensive raw materials, such as silk, urban location reducedembezzlement;for those requiring a highly skilled labour-force, such as weaving fine woollens, towns
facilitated training and monitoring; for those requiring rapid response to
changes in fashion, such as dyeing and finishing rextiles, towns eased
information transmission;and for those using large piecesof capital equipment, such as calico printing, towns provided a central location. Finally,
they functioned as wealthy and concentrated pools of consumption and
demand, and thus as important markets for rural production. Because
towns played this range of essential roles in early modern industry, urban
institutions affected industrial costs.
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Originally, based on the examplesof England and the Low Countries, it
was argued that proto-industrialization led ro the breakdown of urban
industrial institutions: the powers of towns over the countryside, and the
legal privileges of guilds and merchant companies.82But subsequent
research has shown that the English and Low Countries pattern whereby
urban institutions broke down at rhe same time as industrial regions
emergedin the sixteenthcentury was the exception,not the rule.83The only
areas of Germany in which the industrial privilegesof towns, guilds, and
merchant companies played as little role as in the Low Countries and
England were parts of the northern Rhineland, especially the county of
Moers (around Krefeld) and the duchy of Jnlich. The enormously successful
linen and silk city of Krefeld had no institutional powers over rhe counrryside,and its industrial producersand merchantsenjoyed no corporate privileges. This was partly becauseof Krefeld's quasi-village origins (with a
population of only about 600 in 1550), and partly becauseit was ruled by
the Dutch princes of orange according to laissez-faire ecooomic policies
unttl 1702. Krefeld merchanrs only began to obtain monopolies and privileges during Prussian rule in the eighteenth century.saThe nearby duchy of
Jiilich had a constiturional tradition of Gewerbefreibeit (freedom from
guilds), which attracredentrepreneurialProtestantrefugeesto Monschau in
the sixteenth century, rurning it into the foremost fine woollen centre in
Germany. Not unril the mid-eighteenrh cenrury did producers seek to establish guilds; the merchants responded by establishing the so-called Feine
Gewandschaft, a corporate group which opposed the producers, lobbied
the state, and tried to limit entry ro the trade.8s
But this relative lack of urban industrial regulationsand corporate privileges was exceptional, even for the Rhineland. The woollen industiy of
Aachen stagnatedin the eighteenthcentury until guild restrictionson production were removed in 1798, while neighbouring Burtscheid, *hor.
guilds had declined in the seventeenthcenrury,flourished.85In the wupper
Valley, the dukes of Berg in 1.527 granted state privileges over bleaching
and trading linens to a powerful merchant company, the notorious
wuppertaler Garnnahrung, which was still regulating the regional textile
industry in its own interests in the late eighreenth century. So effective and
so onerous were the Garnnahrung privilegesthat the rural linen-weaversset
up their own rural guild in 1738, which attempted to regulate rhe industry
in its members' inrerests until abolished in 1783 through Garnnahrung
opposition and army intervention.8T Similar rural guilds were establisheJ
elsewherein the duchy of Berg, by producers of cutlerL scythes, and small
iron wares in Solingen and Remscheid; new guilds were still being formed
as late as the 1750s.88
It is sometimes argued that guilds in reality often failed to impose effective economic regularions: that they admitted outsiders freelS did not
impose low wages on their employees, did not place constraints on the
work of women or youths, did not restrict output or impose high prices on

customers, and did not resist new techniques and new production pracrices.
Sometimes it is even claimed that guilds positively benefited the economy,
through overcoming capital-market imperfections, maintaining quality
standards, defending intellectual property rights, guiding and supervising
the production process, and providing a low-cosr framework for industrial
conflict resolution.8eTheoretical speculationssuch as these,about the neutral or even beneficial economic effects of guilds, can only be investigated
through concrete, micro-level empirical researchinto the activities of particular guilds in particular industries.Such researchhas, as a rule, not yet been
carried out.
Available studies of German industrial regions, however, do provide certain indications that the net effect of guilds and merchanr companies,even
'liberal' Rhineland
industries,was ofren far from positive.
in the relatively
Thus, for instance,the Remscheidscythe smiths'guild successfullyresisted
the introduction of water-driven scythe hammers in the eighteenth cenrury.e0The Solingen cutlery-makers' guild resistednew techniques, resulting
in technological backwardness compared to western European competitors;
bitter corporate conflicts further contributed to its stagnation toward the
'Wupper
end of the eighteenth century.el Attempts by Briigelmann, a
Valley
merchant, to set up the first English-style spinning mill in Germany in 1782
confronted huge opposition from the lfuppertaler Garnnahrung and the
rural weavers' guild; eventually he obtained a state monopoly concession,
but built the mill outside the \fupper Valley. As late as 1.792, the
Garnnahrung was prosecuting one of its members who tried to set up a ribbon manufactory in Alsace.e2Thus the continuing importance of corporate
privileges during both 'proto-industrialization' and early factory industrialization probably did contribure to the industrial backwardness of even this
m o s t ' a d v a n c e d ' o f G e r m a n i n d u s t r i a lr e g i o n si n 1 8 0 0 .
In Saxony, too, urban and corporate privileges dogged the expansion of
industry between 1600 and 1800. Until the Thirty Years'War,linen-weaving was in many areas an urban monopoly; most linen was sold through
collective Zilnfthiiufe ('guild purchases') made by foreign merchant-houses,
particularly those of Nuremberg. Only in rhe course of the seventeenthcentury did Saxon linen production shift decisivelv to rhe counrryside.e3Even
then, towns and guilis successfullyassertedcontrol ou., -"ny aspectsof
production, not only for linen-weaving but also for lace- and trimmingsmaking, ribbon-weaving, and the emerging corron industry. Thus new
regional guilds were formed among the makers of trimmings and lace in the
Erzgebirge-Vogtland in the late seventeenth and early eighteenrh centuries.eaThe urban ribbon-makers' guilds of Lusatia obtained a state ban
on ribbon mills, so strictly enforced that its repeal in 17 65 was followed by
a boom in rural production; again, this suggeststhat the guild regulations
had exercised real - and negative - economic effects on rural production.e5
The emerging Vogtland .otron industry permitted ,ural spin.rers, but
retained weaving as a closely regulated urban monopoly throughout much
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of the eighteenth century, so that as late as L786 two-thirds of muslin
workers in the region around Plauenwere still guilded.e5
But it was the trade in industrial output that was particularly closely
monopolized in Saxony by cities and guilds. Rural producers were legally
obliged to sell their output through the towns and the urban merchant
guilds in most Saxon industrial regions until the early nineteenth century;
although illegal rural traders naturally emerged,their operations were lim'informal sector'.e7
ired by the risks and penaltiesof having to trade in the
Yet it was not the privileged urban merchantsof Zittau and Lobau but illegal village traders who in the 1770s'promoted the shift away from linen
w o r k t o c o t t o n ' i n L u s a t i a .a n d a f t e r 1 8 0 0 ' v e n t u r e d i n t o m e c h a n i c a lc o t 'merchants' and
ton spinning'.e8In the Vogtland, rival guilds of cotton
'manufacturers'were founded in 1764, bitterly contestedall changesin the
industry for the next 50 years, and retained valuable privileges until the
1840s. A state monopoly was still in force in 1805, and it was not until
after 1817 that the structure of corporate privileges in the Vogtland cotton
industry begangradually to be dismantled,permitting successfuladaptation
to English competition.ee
In neighbouring Thuringia, in which a number of industrial regions arose
between 1600 and 1800, towns were less powerful than in Saxong but
rural guilds appear to have been more widespread. Until the later eighteenth century,guild organizationsdominated some or all stagesof production among the small-iron-goods-makers in the principality of
Schmalkalden,r00
the gun-builders of Suhl,101the knife-smiths of Ruhla in
the Thuringian Forest,r02the toymakers and slatemakersin the Meininger
Oberland,l03 the stocking-knitters in the duchy of lVeimar,10aand the
worsted-weavers in the Obereichsfeld.l05Thuringian merchants also
formed companies which enjoyed monopolies and other state privileges
over export industries,such as the company formed in 1,710in the weaponmaking industry of Zella and Mehlis in the Thuringian Forest,106
or that
formed with a ducal privilege in 1789 over the toymaking industry of the
Meininger Oberland.107Again, these corporate organizations had real economic effects. Far from providing a framework for rapid resolution of
costly economic conflicts, guilds themselves generated bitter struggles
within industries:guild conflicts, for instance,contributed to the decline of
the stocking-knitting industry of the duchy of Weimar between 1740 and
1760.108Far from failing ro enforce restrictions on enrry inro practice or
volume of output, the Obereichsfeld linen-weavers' guild constrained
growth, as is shown by the fact that linen-weaving expanded in the
Obereichsfeld only when the guild monopoly was removed in 1780.10e
Given this long survival of town, guild, and company privileges,it is nor
surprising that even in comparatively 'advanced' Saxony and Thuringia
industry was lessdevelopedin 1800 than it was in western Europe.
In the \Testphalian linen regions, too, the privileges of towns and urban
merchants cast a long shadow over industrial development. The urban
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other Westphalian linen regions (such as Osnabrijck) de-indusrrialized,is
ascribed partly to the less thorough enforcetnentof the Legge, permitting
black-maiker operarions by illegal rural traders.lla Even so, the privileged
company of linen merchanrs in Bielefeld delayed mechanization for
dccades,and boycotted the first spinning mill in 1852; the secondmill was
establishedin 1856 only with srateassisranceand foreign managers.ll5
In Wurttemberg, urban privilegestook a different form: towns had few
powers over the countryside, but privileged merchant ,companies and
iregional' (urban-rural) guilds exercisedmonopolies over both urban and
.,rol i.rd,.rrtry. In the Wijrttemberg Black Forest, worsted weavers were
organized into district-levelguilds with equal jurisdiction over both town
an*dvillage producers, rvhich closely regulated every aspect of production
,"... not abolished until long into the nineteenthcentury. From 1650
"nd
vntil 1797, weaverswere obliged to sell all their cloths to a privilegedcomat
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real
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did not provide a framewort fo. peacefulconflict resolution; if anything,
they may have increasedindustriaiconflict by creating monopoly rents for
Funher east' on the Swabian Jura, the
different groups to struggle over.116
linen-weaversin the disiricts of Urach, Heidenheim, and Blaubeurenwere
also organized into rural guilds until 1828, and until the 1790s were
obliged io sell to privileged merchant companiesunder similar conditions
Although territo thor. prevailing in the Black Forest worsted industry.117
smuggling, the
facilitated
of
Ulm
torial fragmentati"onand the proximity
by the genonly
not
is
shown
economiJimpact of the company monopolies
erations of bltter conflict they evoked, but also by the fact that the Urach
and Heidenheim companieswere able to maintain clear price differentials
relative to rhe 'free-market' prices in Ulm.118In the Black Forest, both
guilds and merchant .o-p"ny.ontrolled entry' output, employment, product selection,prices, and-wages,and concertedly resistedcompetition and
new techniques,resulting in ihe decline of worsted production after about
1800 and a late and difficult transition to factory production.lle In the
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Swabian Jura, company monopolies and state regulation prevented either
privileged company merchants or illegal rural traders from amassing the
physical or human capital to become the agents of factory industrialization;
thus, far from overcoming capital market imperfections, corporate organizations helped to sustain them. The region of Urach failed to shift to cotton
or mechanize production, and was only industrialized in the 1860s by outOnly in the district of Heidenheim, where company
side entrepreneurs.l20
regulation had begun to break down in the 1750s becauseof repeared
bankruptcies, was flexibility sufficient for a gradual shift into cotton in the
'1,790s,
and to mechanical production in the 1830s; even here, the linenweavers' guild initially violently opposed the shift to cotton.121To an even
greater extent than in other areas of GermanS therefore, industry in
Wiirttemberg was stagnatingby 1800 partly becauseof the late survival of
guild and merchant privileges.l22

which increasedcosts:monopolies (leadingto output restrictionsand higher
prices);restrictivepractices(entry barriers, labour-market regulations,prohibitions on women's work); and resistanceto (or outright prohibitions on)
new techniques,new products, or new production practices.
The net effect of state support varied from industry to industry in
Germany. On the whole, however,the vast majority of theseattempts were
costly failures, and many damaged other economic endeavours.lz4The
Prussianprinces in particular are famous for their persistentand expensrve
artempts to establishand protect luxury industries,especiallyin Berlin and
Potsdam. However, deeper research reveals the many costs these policies
imposed on other local economic activitiesand on Prussia'sown Rhineland
possessions,and the inefficienciesand corruption they fostered within the
protected industries.l25Their successwas minirnal: not a single industrial
region developed in the central and eastern provinces of Prussia before
1800, and by the end of the eighteenth cenrury it was cotton, the one
branch almost wholly neglectedby the state,which dominated Berlin'stexSo notcrious was the long, expensive,and futile record of
tile secror.125
royal support for the Berlin silk industry that the Comte de Mirabeau
wrote in the 1790s, referring to the successfulsilk factoriesof Krefeld in the
'Unhappy those
Rhineland,
[factories] if ever a Prussianking should love
them.'127The Prussian pattern was repeated elsewhere.In Baden, srare
foundations of privileged 'proto-factories' in Pforzheim and elsewhere
failed to flourish, while the neighbouring Black Forest, neglected by the
state, developed by 1800 into 'one of the most important German industrial regions'.128The Thuringian Forest was one of the most important
glass-smeltingregions of Germany, if not of Europe, yet new glassworks
establishedwith princely support in the early eighteenthcentury almost all
failed becausethey were set up without consideringfuel supplies.l2eBased
on his survey of German industrial regions before 1800, Kaufhold concludes:
'When
the different industrial regions are inspected,it quickly emerges
that the influence exerted on their development by cameralistic
support for industry was generally not high.... [Inl several regions
there was state support for industry, but although this strengthened
the position of industrg it did not decisively influence it. Above
all, however, absence of state support did not have a negative effect
on industry - if anything, the converse was the case. Several of
the most important German industrial regions, such as those in the
duchy of Berg, on the left bank of the lower Rhine, in the county of
Mark, and almost all the linen regions, developed without state
assistance,or with very little. In summary. it must be stressed that
if one subtracts the state componenrs irom the picture of. early
modern German industrial regions ... its basic lineaments remain
unchanged.l3o
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German industry was also affected by the state. Traditionally, two diametrically opposed views have prevailed about the role of rhe state in the
growth of industry in early modern Europe. One view has been to take
mercantilistic industrial policies at face value, and assume that the growing tendency for early modern princes to establish manufactories, subsidize industries, institute protectionist legislation, and set up elaborate
structures of industrial regulation successfullyencouraged industrialization
between 1600 and 1800. In reaction against the many weaknessesof this
view many economic historians, including the theorists of proto-indusrrialization, have almost totally ignored the state, restricting its role to guaranteeing market transactions and occasionally helping merchants coerce
producers.123Neither view is wholly sarisfactory. IDThile early modern
German princes' direct support of industry saw very mixed success,their
indirect role, particularly in supporring (or breaking down) other instirutions. was substantial.
Traditionally, accounts of the role of the state in early modern German
industry have focused on the attempts made by many German princes to
support specific industries directly, in accordancewith the principles of cameralism (the German variant of mercantilism). Where such protecrionist legislation freed industrial producers from taxation or conscription, granted
them subsidies,or enforced lower-than-market prices for their labour or raw
materials, it could lower rheir costs relative to those of less favoured producers, and enhance their ability to compete, at least in the short term. But
in most cases, such cost-reducing privileges were combined with others
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But although purposeful state intervention in industry seldom succeeded,
srateactivity for non-economicpurposeshad massiveindirect repercussions
on many German industries. The annexation of Silesia by Prussia in
1740-2 set in motion a re-equilibration of the linen industry not just in
Silesia itself, but also in neighbouring Saxony and Bohemia, with lasting
The industriesof the northrepercussionsfor the whole'linen triangle'.131
in
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similarly
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were
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important
administration.l32
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towns, guilds, and merchant companiesin tacit exchangefor their co-operation in taxation, state borrowing, conscription, regularion, and suppression of domestic discontent.l33
The role of German princes in sustaining and shaping the powers of
landlords and village communities is evident in the development of many
German regions.In the central and easternPrussianprovinces,the landlord
powers under Gutsherrschaft, which prevented the rural population from
engaging in industrial activity, derived their strength and longeviry from
state support. The control of the Silesianlinen industry by feudal landlords,
endowing it with irs extraordinarily low and competitive labour costs,was
only possible becauseof state support for Gutsherrschaft during and after
the'second serfdom'. From the 1750s on, rhe Landscbaft (a state credit
institution) channelled almost all available capital in Silesiato the feudal
landlords, thereby depriving industry of investment funds. The
Hohenzollerns also prohibited linen mechanizationin order to prorect the
profits landlords derived from their feudal powers over serf weavers.l3aThe
stance of the prince was also importanr for the powers of landlords and
peasant communities under Grundberrschaft. ln rWestphaliathe differing
policies of the Hohenzollernsand the prince-bishopsof Osnabriick toward
manorial controls and the communal Acker-Merken-Wirtscbafi led to
divergent agrarian developments in Ravensberg and Osnabriick, with
enduring repercussionsfor their linen industries.l35In Wiirtremberg, it was
their symbiotic relationship with the sratethat susrainedthe powerful local
communities well into the nineteenthcentury.135
Urban and corporate institutions, too, could exercise morc effective
internal regulation of industries with stare support, even while their
external powers were being surpassed by those of the stare.137Guilds
and merchant companies were increasingly concerned during the early
modern period to gain state charters and government enforcement, and
in return delivered taxes, loans, bribes, political support, and fiscally
useful surveillance of industrial output and trade. In \Wtrttemberg,
the guilds and merchanr companies which monopolized different stages of
the export-orientated linen and worsted industries expended enormous
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interests into the nineteenth century, and traditional institutions did not
begin to break down until after 1800.
Th. gro*th of the early modern state also led to rising public expenditures, riaking rhe starea major sourceof demand. In rheory this could have
had rwo effeits on industry. On one hand, the demand pull of state expenditures could have drawn idle resources(unemployedlabour, hoarded capital) into productive use. But this would only have occurred if the resources
used for armies, fortifications, and princely courts were previously lying
unused.If not, then state demand simply took away resourcesalready being
used in orher productive activities; the sectors deprived of these resources
would have been harmed rather rhan stimulated.lal Both mechanismsare
theoretically possible.Which one predominated in early modern Germany
can only be answered empirically.
Whai would o.r. .*p... to observe empirically, if the demand of the
growing German ,tut.r did mobilize idle resources rather than crowding
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out existing uses for them, and thus did contribute to industrial
growth?
Most
_sratespending was for military purposes, so one might expect the
most highly militarized German territoiies-to have
had the Tiveliestindus_
tries. Accordingln Brandenburg-prussiaprovides
most of the examples
a.dducedin support of the view th"t ,t"t. demand stimulated
earry industry:
the K.ciniglichesLagerhau.s,a rarge textile manufactory
established ,o ,upply the army in 1713; the Moniierungs-Regrement
oi tzt+, *ti.r, srimulated raw-wool production.and heau!-.oJlen-weaving
by' ordering that
only domestic cloth should be used for military uniform"s;
th. hug.ly"profitable Prussian armaments firms.Ia2 But, as we
have arready seen,
Brandenburg-Prussia,a,v h!.the most highly militarized
German rerrrory,
was one of rhe leastindustrialized.Either miiitary spending
,i-fty crowded
out other,
productive uses for resourcer; or,
if there was a
_more
demand pull, it was nor powerful enough to do more "uan
than foster a few, isolated manufactories producing directly ior the army.
But perhaps military (or court) spending by laige states
such as Prussia
provided a market for industries in other G"r-"i
territories? This seems
unlikely' judging by the secroral distribution of industrial
gro*tn in early
modern Germany. If military demand played a stimulating
iol., one wourd
expect to observe growth in the iron sector, weapons
manufacturing, and
heavy woollen textiles for uniforms. However,as can
be seenin Tabre 9.1,
only one of rhe 39 Ge.rman ind_ustrialregions identified
by Kaufhold (the
area around Zella, Mehlis, and Suhr in the Thuringian
Forest) dependei on
weapons production. Iron regions, part of whose output
-uy h"u. b"..,
exported to manufacture armaments elsewher", -"d.
up a minority of
German industrial regions.Much of the output of the
most successfuliron
regions (such as those in the Rhineland) coniisted
of small metal goods for
household use. Heavy woollen cloths, which might have
been used for military^uniforms)-wereproduced only in three German
industrial regions (the
Reul3region of Thuringia, and Mark and Berg in ttt.
ntrin.t"nii,
.u.r,
there were merely part of a broad palette of
".,a
froducts. rh. ,"-. is true of
court demand. If princely courts provided a crucial
demand pull for early
industry, one would
to observe growth in luxury r.oitJ,
ixpeci
iiin. -ootlens and silk) and furnishings (porce.-rain,glass,
mirrorr, .loiir,
-uri.
boxes, and musical instruments).B.rt .o-p"ratively few
German industrial
regions were basedon_suchluxury producis. Instead,the greatest
industrial
growth, in early modern Germany was in ch."p,
liglit textiles (rinen,
worsteds, and cottons), and an enormous variety li rri"ll..
items (stockings, gloves, caps, lace, trimmings, cord, braid, embroidery
,iru* h"tr,
toys, slates, needles,wire, brushes, spoons, pottery, cutlery,
and small iron
household goods) - which addressel neithir military .ro.'.o,r*
demand,
but the massconsumer market.
If. demand did play an autonomous rore in stimulating indusrry
in early
modern GermanS therefore, ir came not from the state b-ur
from -"r, .orrsumer markets, whether at home or abroad. There is a
certain amount of
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evidence that from the mid-seventeenth century onward people in parts of
Europe (particularly England and the Low Countries) were indeed consuming nrore market-produced goods. This tendency can also be observed in
GJrmany, although it appears to have accelerated only in the eighteenth
century (as discussedin Chapters 4 and 11 of this volume). There is also
evidence that more German people were engaging in market-orientated
production, alrhough a large proportion of agrarian and industrial produciion (particularly east of the Elbe) continued to be absorbed by the household, the community, and the feudal economy, and not to reach the market
(as discussedin Chapter 3); when it did reach the market, the many barriers
to trade quickly made many wares too expensivefor the budgets of ordinary Germans.la3But the causalconnection betweenthe growth in marketorientated consumption and the growth in market-orientatedproduction is
still obscure: did production grow becauseconsumer demand grew (i.e.,
becauseof changingtastes),or becauseproducersand merchantscould supply ordinary consumersmore cheaply with desirablegoods (i.e., becauseof
Much better empirical knowledge of
changing technology and prices)?1aa
the links between industrial production and consumption in early modern
Germany, and Europe more widely, will be needed before we can begin to
answer this question. It seemsfairly clear, however, that in so far as demand
did play any autonomous role, it emanatedfrom ordinary consumers,especially those further down the social scale. There is little evidence that the
state - whether the army or the court - played more than a peripheral role
in providing markets for early modern German industries. If anything, state
expenditures,by requiring high taxation, reducedthe disposableincome of
ordinary consumers, thereby diminishing their ability to provide markets
for industrial wares.
In German industry between 1600 and 1800, therefore,the state played a
range of roles. Among these, probably the least important was its intentional, though not often effective, intervention to encourage industrial
enterprises. State expenditures grew enormouslS but provided no more
than isolateddemand stimuli for German industries,which dependedmuch
more on growing consumer markets at home and abroad. German statesin
this period were perpetually engagedin making war, taxing, capturing and
losing territory, and enforcing cusroms barriers, and all of these activities
shapedthe international markets within which early export industriesoperated. But the principal way in which early modern German states affected
industry was by helping to maintain and shape the various traditional institutions which had such a wide-ranging impact on most German industries.
'When
these institutions did gradually become weaker at the end of the
eighteenth century, it was often through the growth of the state rather than
that of rhe market. In more casesthan not, industrial producers merely
exchanged the monopolies, privileges, and regulations of traditional social
tnstitutions for a different set of non-market institutional constraints laid
down by the state; the thoroughgoing state regulation of industry remained
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a distinguishingcharacteristicof the German path ro factory industrialization in the nineteenthcenturv.la5

1800 still all but untapped); and favourable conditions for growing flax
and hemp. Although its coastline was restricted, it had five great navigable
inland rivers, and a number of partly usablelesserwaterways.The southern
Imperial Cities lay on the great overland trade routes from the Mediterranean) and Leipzig and Frankfurt an der Oder mediated trade from eastern to western Europe. Germany'sindustrial backwardnessin 1800 cannot
be ascribed, therefore, to lack of natural cost advantages.Moreover, as the
early modern period progressedand trade expanded, German industries
becameincreasinglyindependentof local natural-resourceendowments.
But industrial costs were also strongly affected by social institutions.
Owing to political fragmentation these varied greatly from one German
region to the next; but as a generalrule, traditional institutions - manorial
sysremswith powerful landlords, village communities, privileged towns,
guilds, and merchant companies - survived in Germany for a long time
after they had broken down in other parts of western Europe. Partly, this
'institutional hothouse' of the Thirty YearsWar (and
the
was owing to the
warfare
followed),
during
which
repeated
that
continual
of
almost
cenrury
military crises forced German princes to grant and enforce privileges to
powerful institutions and groups within their societiesin exchange for fiscal, military, and political support. A large number of studiesshow that the
costs and flexibility of industries in most parts of Germany were profoundly affected by the privileges of traditional institutions to the very end
'advanced'
areas - Saxony and the
of the Old Empire. Even in the most
not
begin
Rhineland traditional institutions did
to break down until the
tended
late eighteenth century. Even then, they
to be replaced not by markets, but by a framework of state regulation. Elsewhere, they lasted long
'Westphalia
until
into the nineteenth century, delaying industrialization in
the 1850s, and in S7iirttembergand Silesiauntilthe 1870s. In Bavaria and
most parts of Prussia the social institutions which had prevented the emergence of industries in the period between 1500 and 1800 delayed factory
industrialization until the very end of the nineteenth century. As a consequence, the characteristics of German industry in the early modern period its relative retardation, its regional variation, and its pervasive regulation
by corporate and state institutions - were mirrored, often in intensified
form, during German factory industrializationof the nineteenthcentury.la6

Conclusion
The beginnings of industrialization in Germany, as elsewherein Europe,
are to be found not in the machines and factories of rhe industrial revolution, but in the busy landscapesof small-scaleworkers in textiles, metals, rvood, and glasswhich sprang up rhroughout the continent after about
1500. Indeed, the origins of industry musr be sought more widely still, in
the proliferation of market-orienratedfarmers producing food surpluses,
and the inventive diligence of small traders and large merchants in crearing markets linking consumers wirh producers of food and manufactured
wares in specialized regions otherwise unknown to one another. This
process of regional specializarioncontinued and acceleratedduring the
early modern period throughout Europe, inciuding in most parts of
German-speaking Central Europe. Yet, r,vhile in the sixteenth century
German industries had been vigorous and imporrant, by 1800 Germany
as a whole was an industrial backwater. Some historians ascribe rhis to
the depredations of the Thirty Years \Var, orhers to foreign factory competition at the end of the eighteenth century. But the widely differing
responsesto these chailengesin different parts of Germany suggestrhat
internal factors may have been more imporrant. This is borne our by rhe
German experienceof 'proto-industrialization',which did not follow a unilineal development path, but rather showed enormous regional variation.
Early modern industriai growth was disrribr.rtedvery unevenly across
early modern Germany. On one hand there were very high concenrrarions
of industry in Saxony-Thuringia,the Rhineland, south-west Germany, and
\Testphalia-Lower Saxony. On the other, there were wide expanses of
Germany which rvere almost completely non-industrialized - in the far
North and East (especiallythe central and easrernPrussianprovinces)and
in Bavaria. The crucial question is 'Why?'. Empirical surveysreveal a number of 'location facrors' which had to be presentfor an industrial region to
emerge. But they yield little by way of a general explanation for the location and development of industries in differenr parrs of early modern
Germany. A more promising approach is offered by consideration of the
costs of the inputs and transactions required by industries, which were
determined by varying natural and social features.
Germany rvas by no means under-endowed with natural features favouring industry. It had very significant metal ore deposits; considerable
expansesof forest for fuel; some of the largest coal deposirsin Europe (in
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'The
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'Government
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